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The Psychology of Women and Gender Dec 06 2020 A psychology of women textbook that fully
integrates transgender research, issues, and concerns With clear, comprehensive, and cuttingedge coverage, The Psychology of Women and Gender: Half the Human Experience + delivers an
authoritative analysis of classical and up-to-date research from a feminist, psychological
viewpoint. Authors Nicole M. Else-Quest and Janet Shibley Hyde examine the cultural and
biological similarities and differences between genders, noting how these characteristics can
affect issues of equality. Students will come away with a strong foundation for understanding
the dynamic influences of gender, sexual orientation, and ethnicity in the context of
psychology and society. The Tenth Edition further integrates intersectionality throughout
every chapter, updates language for more transgender inclusion, and incorporates new content
from guidelines put forth from the American Psychological Association.
Psychology in Action Nov 17 2021 In the 10th edition of Psychology in Action, Author Karen
Huffman redefines and refocuses her message of "active learning". This is reflected as
"Student Engagement through Active Participation." All in-text pedagogy (including the new
MythBuster box) are subsumed under this big category making it easier for reps to concretely
demonstrate this theme.
Research Methods in Psychology Jul 13 2021 Electronic Inspection Copy available for
instructors here Research Methods in Psychology has been substantially revised in its fourth
edition. Continuing to offer enviable coverage of the research methods that psychology
students at intermediate levels need to cover in their course, the textbook has now been
broadened to cover the full suite of beginner level research methods too. The result is
extensive coverage of psychological methods, both quantitative and qualitative, and a
textbook that will serve students perfectly from day one in their course at university.
Research Methods in Psychology in its fourth edition includes: • Extended statistical
coverage, including new chapters on Descriptive Statistics, Inferential Statistics, ANOVA,
Regression and Correlation, and Latent Variable Models • Further New Chapters on Content
Analysis and Writing up your Research • New introductory sections placing each method in
context and showing students how they relate to the bigger 'real world' picture. • Intuitive
structure and visual layout makes the book easy to navigate so you can quickly find the
content you need. This textbook is ideal for beginner and intermediate level psychological
research methods students worldwide. Visit the Research Methods in Psychology companion
website www.sagepub.co.uk/breakwell4e to take advantage of additional resources for students
and lecturers.
Understanding Psychology Nov 24 2019 "Understanding Psychology highlights the enduring
issues that cut across and unite all subfields of psychology- Person-Situation, NatureNurture, Stability-Change, Diversity-Universality, and Mind-Body- to show students the
surprising unity and coherence of the diverse and exciting science of psychology. This
14-chapter program presents a scientific, accurate, and current overview of the fundamental
concepts of psychology in a clear and accessible language, with significant emphasis on
applications of psychology. "--Publisher.
Print Component for Psychology in Action, 10th Edition Oct 04 2020

Introduction to Psychology Apr 10 2021 Featuring a look and style that's more like a
magazine than a textbook, Plotnik's INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY, Tenth Edition will draw you
in and show you how exciting the study of psychology can be. This modular, visual approach to
the fundamentals of psychology--the pioneer of the visual or magazine style approach--makes
even the toughest concepts engaging and entertaining. Each and every page is individually
planned, written, and formatted to effectively incorporate the use of Visual Cues, which help
you to better remember information. Extensively updated, the text also utilizes chunking, a
method of breaking concepts down into small, easily digested sections that help you learn at
your own pace. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Experimental Psychology Jul 21 2019 Kantowitz, Roediger, and Elmes, all prominent
researchers, take an example-based approach to the fundamentals of research methodology. The
text is organized by topic--such as research in human factors, learning, thinking, and
problem solving--and the authors discuss and clarify research methods in the context of
actual research conducted in these specific areas. This unique feature helps students connect
the concepts of sound methodology with their practical applications. Carefully selected realworld examples allow students to see for themselves the issues and problems that can occur in
conducting research. More importantly, students develop a sense of how to anticipate and
adjust for problems in their own research. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Social Psychology Jul 25 2022 Revised edition of the authors' Social psychology, [2016]
Exploring Psychology in Modules Aug 02 2020 The new edition of Exploring Psychology in
Modules offers outstanding currency on the research, practice, and teaching of psychology.
Myers and DeWall inspire students with fascinating findings and applications, effective new
study tools and technologies, and a compassionate and compelling storytelling voice. Their
presentation is based on the same guiding principles behind the entire family of textbooks
that have made David Myers the world’s bestselling introductory psychology author: Facilitate
learning by teaching critical thinking and helping students at every step. Present psychology
as a science, emphasizing the process of inquiry and putting facts in the service of
concepts. Make sure students come away with an appreciation of psychology’s big ideas, and
with a deeper respect for humanity—what drives us, distinguishes us, unifies us. This
Exploring Psychology in Modules is the first to include Myers’ handpicked co-author. Nathan
DeWall shares Myers’ belief that instilling a sense of curiosity and inquiry about
psychological science is an effective way to help students navigate the content, think
critically, and prepare for a lifetime of learning and living. The extraordinary, longtime
Myers ancillary author team is also here—a group whose teamwork, consistency, and commitment
again sets the industry standard for instructor and student supplements. The high quality
that consistently sets Myers’ ancillaries apart sees a new incarnation in LaunchPad. This
course space organizes all the book’s digital resources in an online format that makes it
easier for instructors to teach, track, and assess their students. This text offers the
content organized in 45, student-friendly modules, assignable in any sequence and brief
enough to be read in one sitting. Students digest material better when they process it in
smaller chunks—as spaced rather than massed practice—and instructors often appreciate the
flexibility of assigning any modules in any order.
Social Psychology Apr 22 2022 Reflecting your students and their world. How many of the
students in your Social Psychology course are Psychology majors? Business? Sociology?
Education? In the 10th edition of Social Psychology, David Myers once again weaves an
inviting and compelling narrative that speaks to ALL of your students regardless of
background or intended major. Through examples and applications as well as marginal
quotations from across the breadth of the liberal arts and sciences, Myers draws students
into the field of social psychology. At the same time, Myers is also in tune with the everchanging state of social psychology research. Boasting over 650 new citations in the 10th
edition, Social Psychology is as current as it is captivating. Research Close-Up and Inside
Story features throughout the book provide deeper exposure to key research and researchers.
Marginal quotations, examples and applications throughout each chapter, and the concluding
"Applying Social Psychology" chapters all ensure that regardless of your students' interests
and future plans, Social Psychology will engage them. This 10th edition also features the
contributions of Jean Twenge, author of Generation Me and The Narcissism Epidemic, further
bolstering the direct connection to today's students.
Psychology Nov 05 2020 From its beginnings to this remarkably fresh and current new edition,

Myers and DeWall's Psychology has found extraordinarily effective ways to involve students
with the remarkable research underlying our understanding of human behavior. But while the
content and learning support evolves edition after edition, the text itself continues to be
shaped by basic goals David Myers established at the outset, including to connect students to
high-impact research, to focus on developing critical thinking skills, and to present a
multicultural perspective on psychology, so students can see themselves in the context of a
wider world. This new edition offers 2100 research citations dated 2015-2020, making these
the most up-to-date introductory psychology course resources available. With so many exciting
new findings, and every chapter updated with current new examples and ideas, students will
see the importance and value of psychological research, and how psychology can help them make
sense of the world around them. The abundant, high quality teaching and learning resources in
LaunchPad and in Achieve Read & Practice, carefully matched to the text content, help
students succeed, while making life easier and more enjoyable for instructors.
How to Think Straight about Psychology May 31 2020 Teaching students to become better
consumers of psychological research. Keith Stanovich's widely used and highly acclaimed book
presents a short introduction to the critical thinking skills that will help students to
better understand the subject matter of psychology. How to Think Straight about Psychology,
10e helps students recognize pseudoscience and be able to distinguish it from true
psychological research, aiding students to become more discriminating consumers of
psychological information. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers should be able
to: Evaluate psychological claims they encounter in the general media. Distinguish between
pseudoscience and true psychological research. Apply psychological knowledge to better
understand events in the world around them.
Case Studies in Abnormal Psychology Jun 19 2019 Case Studies in Abnormal Psychology presents
a broad range of cases drawn from the clinical experience of authors Kenneth N. Levy, Kristen
M. Kelly, and William J. Ray to take readers beyond theory into real-life situations. The
authors take a holistic approach by including multiple perspectives and considerations, apart
from those of just the patient. Each chapter follows a consistent format: Presenting Problems
and Client Description; Diagnosis and Case Formulation; Course of Treatment; Outcome and
Prognosis/Treatment Follow-up; and Discussion Questions. Providing empirically supported
treatments and long-term follow-up in many case studies gives students a deeper understanding
of each psychopathology and the effects of treatment over time.
Social Psychology Feb 08 2021 The tenth edition of Social Psychology continues to integrate
classic and current research and present the research in a highly readable and engaging
fashion. This classic text retains the hallmark of its own past success: up-to-date coverage
of the quickly evolving subject matter written in a lively manner that has been embraced by
hundreds of thousands of students around the world. The fascinating field of social
psychology is pertinent to the lives of every reader; all students and lecturer's can take
something personal from this edition and use it in their own life. - A new feature called
Beyond the Headlines: As Social Psychologists See it take real-life news events and examine
it from the field of social psychology. This feature illustrates how the topics can be
applied to many aspects of human behaviour. - Another new feature ideas to Take With You is
intended to highlight important concepts. At the end of every chapter, these concepts are
focussed on because they are worthy and will impact the life of the student long after the
course is completed. - The biological perspective has been embraced by much of the academic
community and the authors discuss this perspective at nu
Psychology Aug 26 2022 PSYCHOLOGY: FOUNDATIONS AND FRONTIERS offers a fresh and updated
approach that combines the appealing content, visuals, and effective features of Douglas
Bernstein's two previous introductory psychology textbooks. Focusing on active learning, the
text presents important findings from established and current research, emphasizes the many
ways psychological theory and research results are being applied to benefit human welfare,
and integrates extensive pedagogy. The integrated pedagogical system helps students master
the material by supporting the elements of the PQ4R (Preview, Question, Read, Recite, Review,
and Reflect) study system. Try This activities illustrate psychological principles or
phenomena by encouraging students to learn by doing. Other features designed to promote
efficient learning include Linkages diagrams and sections that show how topics in psychology
are interrelated, Thinking Critically sections that apply a five-question approach to various
topics, and Focus on Research sections that help students think objectively about research
questions and results. To offer flexibility in a single-term course, the book includes
eighteen chapters that may be assigned in whatever order meets instructors' needs. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not

be available in the ebook version.
Psychology in Modules May 23 2022
Study Guide for Myers Psychology Jan 07 2021 This detailed study guide helps students to
understand and retain the material in Psychology, 10th edition, at an even higher level than
by reading the text alone. Each chapter includes self-test and exercises, chapter reviews and
overviews, and objectives from the text.
Social Psychology, Global Edition Aug 14 2021 For courses in Social Psychology Social
Psychology, Fourteenth Edition retains the hallmark of its past success: up-to-date coverage
of the quickly evolving subject matter written in a lively manner that has been embraced by
thousands of students around the world. Authors Nyla Branscombe and Robert Baron--both
respected scholars with decades of undergraduate teaching experience--generate student
excitement by revealing the connections between theory and real-world experiences. The
Fourteenth Edition offers updated content to engage students, as well as new "What Research
Tells Us About..." sections in each chapter that illustrate how research findings help answer
important questions about social life.
Psychology Oct 28 2022 David Myers’ bestselling Psychology has reached a wider audience of
students and instructors with each new edition. Myers and his team lead the field in being
attuned to psychology’s research and the needs of the instructors and students in the course
today. Ten million student class testers and thousands of adopting instructors can attest to
the quality of this project. True to form, this landmark new Tenth Edition is another
vigorous, deeply considered revision. Watch our new videos from David Myers here, including
our animation on THE TESTING EFFECT narrated by David Myers. For more information on the new
edition of Psychology, please visit our preview site.
Social Psychology Sep 22 2019 Adopting a multicultural approach, this text guides readers in
the study of social thinking, social influence, and social relations. It emphasises social
psychology's applications to both work and life, and uses vignettes to emphasise the
relevance of social psychology research.
Research Methods in Psychology Mar 21 2022 Psychologists use a variety of research methods
and tools to learn about behavior and mental processes. The goal of this book is to introduce
students to the “multimethod approach” to research in psychology, including observational,
survey, and experimental methods. Students learn the strengths and weaknesses of each method,
as well as ethical dilemmas when using them, so that they can become competent practitioners
and thoughtful consumers of psychological research. Our approach is to engage students in the
research process by describing contemporary research in psychology. Students learn about
recent topics such as online dating and Facebook, cross-cultural observations of helping
behavior, PTSD in orphaned chimpanzees, Medicaid and Medicare health outcomes, decisionmaking during Hurricane Katrina, clinical research and DSM-5, and much more. Each chapter's
“stretching exercises,” “stat tips,” review questions, and challenge questions develop
students' critical thinking about the psychological research that appears in scientific
journals and in popular media. Together with the companion Online Learning Center for
students, the 10th edition of Research Methods in Psychology provides a clearly written,
compelling introduction to research methods in psychology.
Introduction to Theories of Learning Aug 22 2019 Defines learning and shows how the learning
process is studied. Clearly written and user-friendly, Introduction to the Theories of
Learning places learning in its historical perspective and provides appreciation for the
figures and theories that have shaped 100 years of learning theory research. The 9th edition
has been updated with the most current research in the field. With Pearson's MySearchLab with
interactive eText and Experiment's Tool, this program is more user-friendly than ever.
Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers should be able to: Define learning and show
how the learning process is studied Place learning theory in historical perspective Present
essential features of the major theories of learning with implications for educational
practice Note: MySearchLab does not come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase
MySearchLab, please visit: www.mysearchlab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the text +
MySearchLab (at no additional cost).
Health Psychology Apr 29 2020 Since the first edition was published in 1986, Health
Psychology has helped thousands of college students learn how to maintain their health and
guard against illness. The goal of this book has always been to make research accessible in a
way that integrates theory with practical applications so that people can lead healthier
lives. The importance of social relationships, health behaviors, and co-management of health
and illness are themes that are woven throughout the text. The Connect course for this
offering includes SmartBook, an adaptive reading and study experience which guides students

to master, recall, and apply key concepts while providing automatically-graded assessments.
Digital • Connect®—The Connect Suite effectively engages students in the course so they are
better prepared for class, more active in discussion, and achieve better results. Its
innovative and adaptive technology addresses a wide variety of student and instructor needs
with a rich database of assignable and assessable activities, each attached to learning
objectives. Connect, part of the Connect suite, is a web-based assignment and assessment
platform that features a number of powerful tools that make managing assignments easier for
instructors and learning and studying more engaging and efficient for students. • Connect
InsightTM—As part of the Connect Suite, InsightTM puts real-time analytics in your hands so
you can take action early and keep struggling students from falling behind. Designed for your
tablet or desktop computer, Insight is a series of visual displays providing at-a-glance
information regarding how your section, students, and assignments are doing. • SmartBook—As
part of the Connect Suite, SmartBook is the first and only adaptive reading and learning
experience that changes the way students read. It creates a personalized, interactive reading
environment like no other by highlighting important concepts, while helping students identify
their strengths and weaknesses. This ensures that he or she is focused on the content needed
to close specific knowledge gaps, while it simultaneously promotes long term learning. •
LearnSmart—As part of the Connect Suite, LearnSmart is an adaptive learning program designed
to help students learn faster, study smarter, and retain more knowledge for greater success.
Millions of students have answered billions of questions in LearnSmart, making it the most
widely used tool that’s proven to strengthen memory recall, retain student attendance, and
boost grades.
Psychology in Action May 11 2021 Through four successful editions, this briefer book uses an
approach which promotes learning as an "activity" of the reader - it shows how "active
learning" can motivate and excite readers to a deeper understanding of introductory
psychology. With balanced and modern treatment of gender and culture, this book encourages
readers to develop "critical thinking" skills. It is organized around the SQ4R (survey,
question, read, recite, review) method of learning.
Social Psychology Mar 29 2020 Distinguished by its current-events emphasis, strong diversity
coverage, and engaging connections drawn between social psychology and students' everyday
lives, Social Psychology, International Edition, remains one of the most scholarly and wellwritten texts in its field. Integrating classic and contemporary research, the text also
includes comprehensive coverage of social cognition and evolutionary psychology, and features
authoritative material on social psychology and the law. In addition, coverage of culture and
diversity are integrated into every chapter by Hazel Rose Markus, a leader and respected
researcher in the study of cultural psychology.
Understanding Psychology Mypsychlab Pegasus With Pearson Etext Student Access Code Card Oct
16 2021
Exploring Psychology Jun 24 2022 The new edition of Exploring Psychology offers outstanding
currency on the research, practice, and teaching of psychology. Myers and DeWall inspire
students with fascinating findings and applications, effective new study tools and
technologies, and a compassionate and compelling storytelling voice. Their presentation is
based on the same guiding principles behind the entire family of textbooks that have made
David Myers the world’s bestselling introductory psychology author: Facilitate learning by
teaching critical thinking and helping students at every step. Present psychology as a
science, emphasizing the process of inquiry and putting facts in the service of concepts.
Make sure students come away with an appreciation of psychology’s big ideas, and with a
deeper respect for humanity—what drives us, distinguishes us, unifies us. This Exploring
Psychology is the first to include Myers’ handpicked co-author. Nathan DeWall shares Myers’
belief that instilling a sense of curiosity and inquiry about psychological science is an
effective way to help students navigate the content, think critically, and prepare for a
lifetime of learning and living. The extraordinary, longtime Myers ancillary author team is
also here—a group whose teamwork, consistency, and commitment again sets the industrystandard for instructor and student supplements. The high quality that consistently sets
Myers’ ancillaries apart sees a new incarnation in LaunchPad. This course space organizes all
the book’s digital resources in an online format that makes it easier for instructors to
teach, track, and assess their students
Biological Psychology Jan 27 2020 Aiming to make biological psychology accessible to
psychology students, this book features examples integrated throughout the text.
Social Psychology (with APA Card) Feb 26 2020 Kassin/Fein/Markus' SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 11th
Edition, brings chapter concepts to life through a unique emphasis on current events in

sports, music, entertainment, technology, social media, business, world politics and more.
Combining scholarship with real-world illustrations, it helps you understand the field of
social psychology through engaging connections to everyday life. Integrating both classic and
emerging research, the text delivers comprehensive coverage of social cognition and
applications to law, business, and health and well-being. In addition, author Hazel Rose
Markus, a respected researcher in the study of cultural psychology, integrates culture and
diversity topics into every chapter. Also available, the MindTap digital learning solution
powers you from memorization to mastery with videos, interactive assignments, note-taking
tools, a text-to-speech app, a reader and much more.
Social Psychology, Global Edition Dec 18 2021 This title is a Pearson Global Edition. The
Editorial team at Pearson has worked closely with educators around the world to include
content which is especially relevant to students outside the United States. For courses in
Social Psychology Make research relevant through a storytelling approach Social Psychology
introduces the key concepts of the field through an acclaimed storytelling approach that
makes research relevant to students. Drawing upon their extensive experience as researchers
and teachers, authors Elliot Aronson, Tim Wilson, and Sam Sommers present the classic studies
that have driven the discipline alongside the cutting-edge research that is the future of
social psychology. In addition to updated research references, the 10th Edition, Global
Edition offers engaging new student-focused features that help students understand how what
they're studying is applicable to their own lives.
Abnormal Psychology Mar 09 2021
A History of Modern Psychology Feb 20 2022 Focusing on modern psychology, the text's
coverage begins with the late 19th century. The authors personalize the history of psychology
not only by using biographical information on influential theorists, but also by showing how
major events in those theorists' lives have affected the authors' own ideas, approaches, and
methods.
Social Psychology Sep 27 2022 Distinguished by its current-events emphasis, the aim to bring
the outside world into the field of social psychology, strong diversity coverage, and
engaging connections drawn between social psychology and students' everyday lives, SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGY, Tenth Edition, remains one of the most scholarly and well-written texts in its
field. The book integrates classic and contemporary research, and includes comprehensive
coverage of social cognition and evolutionary psychology as well as authoritative material on
social psychology and the law. Coverage of culture and diversity is integrated into every
chapter by Hazel Rose Markus, a leader and respected researcher in the study of cultural
psychology. A newsy, relevant, and up-to-date photo program complements the narrative.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Psychology Jan 19 2022 PSYCHOLOGY: THEMES AND VARIATIONS, 10th Edition, helps you experience
the excitement of this fascinating field, while helping you study and retain what you learn.
Filled with practical ways that you can apply psychology to your everyday life, this bestselling textbook is an experience in learning that you'll remember long after you complete
your introductory psychology course. Critical Thinking Applications in every chapter give you
specific critical thinking strategies you can apply in all of your courses and in your
personal life. Reality Checks, many of which may surprise you, address common misconceptions
about psychology. Every chapter of this book offers tools -- such as Concept Charts that
provide colorful visual snapshots of key points -- to help you focus on what's important,
showing you how to study in ways that help you retain information and do your best on exams.
Exploring Psychology Jun 12 2021
Social Psychology Oct 24 2019 For courses in Social Psychology. Make research relevant
through a storytelling approach. Social Psychology introduces the key concepts of the field
through an acclaimed storytelling approach that makes research relevant to students. Drawing
upon their extensive experience as researchers and teachers, Elliot Aronson, Tim Wilson,
Robin Akert, and new co-author Sam Sommers present the classic studies that have driven the
discipline alongside the cutting-edge research that is the future of social psychology.
Social Psychology Dec 26 2019
Social Psychology Sep 15 2021 Reflecting your students and their world. How many of the
students in your Social Psychology course are Psychology majors? Business? Sociology?
Education? In the 10th edition of Social Psychology, David Myers once again weaves an
inviting and compelling narrative that speaks to ALL of your students regardless of
background or intended major. Through examples and applications as well as marginal
quotations from across the breadth of the liberal arts and sciences, Myers draws students

into the field of social psychology. At the same time, Myers is also in tune with the everchanging state of social psychology research. Boasting over 650 new citations in the 10th
edition, Social Psychology is as current as it is captivating. Research Close-Up and Inside
Story features throughout the book provide deeper exposure to key research and researchers.
Marginal quotations, examples and applications throughout each chapter, and the concluding
"Applying Social Psychology" chapters all ensure that regardless of your students' interests
and future plans, Social Psychology will engage them. This 10th edition also features the
contributions of Jean Twenge, author of Generation Me and The Narcissism Epidemic, further
bolstering the direct connection to today's students.
Psychology Sep 03 2020 In PSYCHOLOGY: THEMES AND VARIATIONS, BRIEFER VERSION, Wayne Weiten
continues his proven combination of a scientifically rigorous text with selective pedagogy
that makes learning easy for students. Weiten?s approach is backed by a straightforward
writing style, unparalleled in-text visuals and didactic art program, and in-book review to
help users prioritize and retain the core concepts. Weiten surveys psychology?s broad range
of content with three aims: to illuminate the process of research and its intrinsic
relationship to application (themes); to show both the unity and diversity of the subject
(variations), and to invite users to the study of psychology by respecting their ability to
master its fundamental concepts. Weiten?s themes (including empiricism, theoretical
diversity, sociohistorical contexts, multifactorial causation, cultural heritage, heredity
and environment, and subjectivity of experience) and variations provide unifying threads
across chapters that help users see the connections among different research areas in
psychology.
Personality Jul 01 2020 The respected, recognized best seller in the market, Jerry Burger's
PERSONALITY is a solid mid-level book that fuses the best of theory-based and research-based
instruction to give students an illuminating introduction to the subject. Burger pairs
theory, application, and assessment chapters with chapters that describe the research
programs aligned with every major theoretical approach. Biographical sketches of theorists
and accounts of the stories behind influential research programs help students understand how
classic and contemporary findings relate to each other, and reinforce the idea that theory
and research perpetuate one another. In-book self-assessments promote students' interaction
with the material. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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